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But the voice just fell!

Those who were present one after another were kneeling down!

In a blink of an eye, the number is as high as ten people!

“President for mercy! President for mercy!”

As if they had lost their souls, they kept kowtow towards Lin Fan,

looking like they didn’t want to live.

Obviously it was completely messed up at this time!

But Lin Fan seemed to see the despair on the faces of Huo Dongying

and others, instead he smiled playfully:

“You said now, am I qualified to let you go?”

The audience was silent!

No one dares to speak!

Today’s Lin Fan, let alone let them go, even if they are told to die, they

are afraid that they will have no way to refuse, right?

Even characters like Zhang Jianjun knelt down to Lin Fan, what are

they worth?

At this time, Huo Dongying and others’ parents hurriedly spoke and

pleaded with Lin Fan:

“President, I can’t discipline you. Give our family a chance, and I will

definitely teach this dishonorable son!”

“President, as long as you are willing to forgive us, you can let us do

anything!”

Hear the words!

The corner of Lin Fan’s mouth was curled up, and said with a smile,

not a smile:

“Really anything?”

Upon hearing this, everyone thought that things had changed, and

shook their heads vigorously.

It’s a pity that Lin Fan’s next sentence once again made them desperate!

“Well, from now on, all of you get out of the Medical Association!”

what!

The big guys on the scene opened their eyes one by one, as if they had

lost their souls.

Get out of the Medical Association?

Doesn’t this mean to stop them from engaging in medicine-related

businesses in the future?

just!

Still waiting for them to ask for mercy, Lin Fan looked at Zhang Jianjun

beside him, and said with an indifferent expression:

“From today onwards, all pharmaceutical companies under their

control will be blocked, and they will be prohibited from engaging in

all pharmaceutical-related business activities!”

boom!

The big guys on the scene suddenly let out a scream, as if they were

about to pass out.

Hurry and kill!

This is to kill them all!

Once blocked by Zhang Jianjun, their pharmaceutical company will be

completely paralyzed!

And Zhang Jianjun also nodded heavily:

“Yes!”

then!

Lin Fan just got up and said coldly:

“In the future, I don’t want to see you in the Medical Association!”

Seeing Lin Fan walked out of the meeting room, everyone present was

mixed.

Especially Liu Xi!

Her eyes were extremely complicated, because Lin Fan once liked her.

If she had agreed to Lin Fan’s courtship, then she would be the

president’s wife now.

Oh my!

He is the genius doctor Lin!

Who doesn’t know the whole China?

Even the leader of the country personally named and promoted, this is

the real dragon and phoenix among the people.

But just because she had eyes but no beads, she missed Lin Fansheng.

Not only was it a miss, but also completely offended Lin Fan. Thinking

of this, Liu Xi couldn’t wait to slap herself.

At this moment!

Her intestines are all regretful!

She used to ignore Lin Fan, but now Lin Fan can’t afford it anymore.

“Nizi, I will kill you!”

“You damn beast, you killed me!”

“Bastard! You bastard!”

And immediately afterwards, the entire conference room suddenly

screamed, and many bigwigs were completely angry and beat their

children wildly.

In the next few days, Lin Fan’s life became much calmer.

The Lin family also did not come to find fault again, because now they

have more important things to do, that is to put down the rebellion!

Since knowing that the Lin Family’s vitality was badly injured, their

subordinates have rebelled against the water and fled, and the Lin

Family’s senior officials have also criticized Lin Hongtu. Today, the Lin

Family can be said to be internal and external.

Now they must solve the internal problems, otherwise the Lin Family

will be destroyed at hand!

But today, Bai Yi suddenly grabbed Lin Fan and said:

“Lin Fan, my cousin happened to be in the imperial capital, she asked

us to meet her, let’s go together!”
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